We know SGAN may have a risk of gradient vanishing. A significant improvement is WGAN, with the help of 1-Lipschitz constraint on discriminator to prevent from gradient vanishing. Is there any GAN having no gradient vanishing and no 1-Lipschitz constraint on discriminator? We do find one, called GAN-QP. To construct a new framework of Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) usually includes three steps: 1. choose a probability divergence; 2. convert it into a dual form; 3. play a min-max game. In this articles, we demonstrate that the first step is not necessary. We can analyse the property of divergence and even construct new divergence in dual space directly. As a reward, we obtain a simpler alternative of WGAN: GAN-QP. We demonstrate that GAN-QP have a better performance than WGAN in theory and practice.
1 From Divergence to GAN
Divergence
Most Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs, Goodfellow et al. (2014) ) are based on a certain form of probability divergence. A divergence is a function D of two variables p, q satisfies the following definition:
Definition 1 If D is function of two variables p, q satisfies the following properties:
We say D is a divergence between p and q.
Compared with the axiomatic defination of distance, a divergence do not need symmetry and triangle inequality necessarily. Divergence only keeps the fundamental property for measuring the difference between p and q.
Dual Form
If p, q represent two probability distributions, D[p, q] becomes a functional and we call it probability divergence. For example, we have Jensen-Shannon divergence (JS divergence):
Now we have a divergence D[p(x), q(x)] defined by Lemma 1, so we can train a generator by minimizing D[p(x), q(x)], which results in the min-max game (3).
The difficulty arises while there is almost no intersection between p(x) and q(x). For example, we consider p(x) = δ(x − α), q(x) = δ(x − β) and α = β. Now we have D[p(x), q(x)] = max T 1 2 log σ(T (α)) + 1 2 log(1 − σ(T (β))) + log 2
because no constraint on T , we can let T (α) → +∞, T (β) → −∞, to obain the maximum value of the above formula, that is D[p(x), q(x)] = log 2 (7) So if there is almost no intersection between p(x) and q(x), this divergence of them is a constant log 2, whose gradients are zeros. In this situation, generator can not imporve via gradient descent method. And we know this situation will happen with very high probability . Therefore it's hard to train a good generative model under the framework of SGAN.
These conclusions can be popularized to any kind of f -GANs (Nowozin et al., 2016) in parallel, including LSGAN (Mao et al., 2016) . And all of them suffer the same difficulty.
WGAN
We turn to a new kind of divergence by Lemma 2:
here
and d(x, y) is any distance metric of x, y. d(x, y) = x − y 1 , d(x, y) = x − y 2 is frequently-used.
The proof is in appendix A.2. Interestingly, the proof is very simple compared the corresponding proof of f -divergence.
Now we can play a new min-max game:
That is what we call WGAN .
Compared with (5), W[p(x), q(x)] can reasonably measure the difference of p(x), q(x) while they almost have no intersection. Let us consider p(x) = δ(x − α), q(x) = δ(x − β) and α = β:
The constraint
The result is not a constant and its gradients are not zeros. So WGAN will not suffer gradient vanishing usually.
WGAN-GP
The essential problem of WGAN is how to constrain T in T L ≤ 1, which currently has serveral solutions: weight clipping (WC, ), gradient penalty (GP, Gulrajani et al. (2017) ) and spectral normalization (SN, Miyato et al. (2018) ).
Weight clipping is always unstable and has been abandoned in most cases. Spectral normalization is a better operation for not only WGANs but also many other GANs, but it constrains T in a tiny subspace of T L ≤ 1, wasting the modeling power of T .
It seems the best approch is gradient penalty now. Gradient penalty replaces T L with the norm of gradients ∇ x T , and implement it as a penalty term:
whose λ > 0 is a hyperparameter and pq(x) is the random linear interpolation of p(x) and q(x). It is called WGAN-GP.
WGAN-GP works well in many cases but it is just an empirical trick. Recently some researchs reveal some irrationality of WGAN-GP (Wu et al., 2017) . Another disadvantage of WGAN-GP is the slow speed, while calculating the exact gradients needs more heavy computation.
GAN with Quadratic Potential

A Quadratic Divergence
From the discussion of SGAN and WGAN, we can see that an ideal divergence should not has any constraints on T (like SGAN) and should give a reasonable measurement of p(x), q(x) while they almost have no intersection (like WGAN).
Here we propose such a divergence:
λ > 0 is a hyperparameter and
The proof is shown in appendix A.3. It is like a conventional divergence pluses a quadratic potential, so we call it quadratic potential divergence (QP-div).
to demenstrate QP-div will have a reasonable performance to two extreme distribution:
We can see that
, but with no constraints on T . It is very friendly to pratice.
From QP-div to GAN-QP
In theory, we can play a min-max game on QP-div to train a generative model
However, L (x r , x f ) is not a good loss for generator because there is a d(x r , x f ) in the denominator. Generator wants to minmize L (x r , x f ), which will minimize d(x r , x f ) correspondingly. And we know any ready-to-use distance may not be used as a perfect metric of two samples.
We find that using T (x r , x f )−T (x f , x r ) as the loss of generator is enough. That results the following generative model called GAN with Quadratic Potential (GAN-QP):
Futher discussion can be found in appendix B.
BiGAN-QP
Like BiGAN (Donahue et al., 2016) or ALI (Dumoulin et al., 2016) , we can add an inference model E(x) into GAN-QP. Only need to replace x r with (x r , E(x r )) and replace x f with (G(z), z), we have
That is what we called BiGAN-QP. In theory, (19) is enough for training the whole model. But actually it is hard to converge. We need to add some guiding term to guide the training process. We can use reconstruction mse loss as the guiding term:
In practice, we find the following altering can improve quality of reconstruction:
where G ng and E ng means we stop its gradient at its output.
Experiments 4.1 Experimential Details
Our experiments are mainly conducted on CelebA HQ dataset (Karras et al., 2017) . Our basic setup follows DCGANs (Radford et al., 2015) , and is implemented in Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) , and available in my repository 2 . We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) , with a constant learning rate of 2 × 10 −4 and β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.999 in both T and G. We train GAN-QP with two D steps per G step.
In (18), discriminator T is a model with both real sample x r and fake sample x f as inputs. But in our experiments, we find just using one sample as input has generated good performance. In other words, T (x r , x f ) ≡ T (x r ) is enough. We try the architecture like T (x r , x f ) = D([E(x r ), E(x f )]) but there is no obvious improvement. So the final loss we use is
2 https://github.com/bojone/gan-qp
w, h, ch is the width, height and the number of channels of the input images.We test both L1 norm d(x r , x f ) = x r − x f 1 and L2 norm d(x r , x f ) = x r − x f 2 in our experiments, but they have no significant statistical difference.
The quantitative index we use to evaluate a GAN is Frechet Inception Distance (FID, Heusel et al. (2017) ). We also re-implement it in Keras.
Basic Comparison
Firstly, we compared GAN-QP with WGAN-GP, WGAN-SN (WGAN with spectral normalization), SGAN-SN (SGAN with spectral normalization), LSGAN-SN (LSGAN with spectral normalization) on 128x128 resolution. λ in WGAN-GP (13) we use is 10. Then Batch Normalization is removed from discriminator of WGAN-GP and other hyperparameters are as the same as GAN-QP. Each experiment is repeated twice for obtaining more reliable conclusion. The comparison is shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 .
We can see that there is no obvious difference between GAN-QP-L1 and GAN-QP-L2, which means GAN-QP is robust to distance metric. The best two results come from GAN-QP and WGAN-SN. The worst is WGAN-GP. Generally, the FID curve of WGAN-SN and SGAN-SN is more smoother and GAN-QP is more shaking. But GAN-QP keeps the best performance as same as SGAN-SN. 
Higher Resolution
On 128x128 resolution, SGAN-SN and GAN-QP has the same best performance. If we turn to 256x256 resolution, we can see that GAN-QP achieves a better FID than SGAN-SN ( Table 2) . It even works well on 512x512 resolution (Figure 2 ). Figure 2: Random samples from GAN-QP on 512x512 resolution. The final FID is 26.64. And it costs 2 days to finish training on one gtx 1080ti.
Reconstruction of BiGAN-QP
We also use a simpler version of (21) to evaluate the performance of BiGAN-QP:
while β 1 = 4/ dim z and β 2 = 6/ dim x . The result is shown in Figure 3 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrate that we can explore probability divergence directly, which is more convenient and flexible. Starting from this idea, we find out a novel divergence called QP-div, which has excellent characteristics, does not require the 1-Lipschitz constraint and does not require the extract gradient penalty. As a concrete example, we construct a new framework of GAN equiped QP-div: GAN-QP. And the experiments demonstrate the stability and superiority of GAN-QP. 
Supplemental Materials
A Detailed Derivation
A.1 (5) is a divergence
Firstly, it is trivial to see that D[p(x), q(x)] is nonnegative since we can always let T (x) ≡ 0:
Next, we show D[p(x), p(x)] = 0, which is also simple:
It is not difficult to prove that the maximum value of σ(z)(1 − σ(z)) is 1 4 at z = 0, so we have
we have
(29) Becausce of p(x) = q(x), λ(x) ≡ 1/2, and we know λ log λ + (1 − λ) log(1 − λ) < − log 2 if λ = 1 2 . Therefore,
Firstly, it is trivial to see that W[p(x), q(x)] is nonnegative since we can always let T (x) ≡ 0:
It it actually not difficult because we only need to let T 0 (x) = sign(p(x) − q(x)):
3 Strictly, p(x) = q(x) is not enough. The sufficient condition is {x|p(x) =q(x)} dx > 0.
A.3 (14) is a divergence
Firstly, it is trivial to see that W[p(x), q(x)] is nonnegative since we can always let T (x r , x f ) ≡ 0:
Next, we have
Obviously, the maximum value is zero. So
now we have
If γ 1 > γ 2 , then
then
B Analyse of GAN-QP B.1 Optimum Solution of (14)
Lemma 4 the optimum solution of (14) satisfies
The proof is the basic application of variational method:
(41) The formula in square brackets must be identically equal to zero. Therefore
B.2 Adaptive Lipschitz Constraint
From (40), it is not difficult to prove that the optimum T (x r , x f ) satisfies
In other words, the optimum T (x r , x f ) satisfies Lipschitz constraint automatically. Therefore we can say (14) is a divergence with adative Lipschitz constraint.
B.3 The Divergence of Generator
We use T (x r , x f ) − T (x f , x r ) rather than the whole L (x r , x f ) as the loss of generator in (18). And we have solved the optimum solution of (14) in Lemma 4. Then we can see the ultimate goal of generator to minimize is
Now we have Lemma 5:
is also a probability divergence of p(x), q(x).
Actually Lemma 5 is a conclusion of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Firstly we let
Then by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
(48) Two sides are equal if and only if µ(x r , x f )p(x r )q(x f ) ≡ µ(x f , x r )p(x f )q(x r ), which means p(x) ≡ q(x). Therefore (45) is a probability divergence, which means to lower T (x r , x f )−T (x f , x r ) is actually to lower the difference between p(x) and q(x). The divergence is weighted by d(x r , x f ), forcing generator to focus on the sample pairs of larger distance, which is in line with our intuition.
B.4 Performance while No Intersection
We have shown the QP-div in Lemma 3 also works well while there is no intersection between p(x) and q(x). But now we use T (x r , x f ) − T (x f , x r ) as the loss of generator, corresponding to the new divergenceL[p(x), q(x)]. Therefore we have to check the performance ofL[p(x), q(x)] with p(x) = δ(x − α), q(x) = δ(x − β). That is very easy:
We know δ(0) → ∞ and δ(α − β) = 0 for α = β, so the result is d(α, β), a reasonable measurement actually.
B.5 Robustness of λ (44) showed that λ is just a scaler forL[p(x), q(x)]. That means GAN-QP is insensitive to the hyperparameter λ, which is different from WGAN-GP. We only need to choose a suitable λ to make the loss more readable (not very large and not very small).
C Future Work
C.1 A Conjecture
Inspired by the form of , it may be extended as
is a probability divergence of p(x) and q(x), so does arg max T E (xr,x f )∼p(xr)q(x f ) f (T (x r , x f )) − f 2 (T (x r , x f )) 2λd(x r , x f )
for some λ.
Conjecture 1 means we can use
as a penalty term for any other GAN's discriminator to enhance the original GAN.
C.2 Example
For example, we can enhance SGAN (3), (5) with a quadratic potential term:
2λd(x r , x f ) G = arg min G E xr∼p(xr),x f =G(z),z∼q(z) [f (x r , x f )] f (x r , x f ) = 1 2 log σ(T (x r )) + 1 2 log(1 − σ(T (x f ))) + log 2
It has been validated preliminarily by our experiments. But it is still yield to be proven strictly.
